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Abstract
Fast entangling gates for trapped ion pairs offer vastly improved gate operation times relative to
implemented gates, as well as approaches to trap scaling. Gates on a neighbouring ion pair only involve
local ionswhen performed sufficiently fast, andwefind that even a fast gate between a pair of distant
ionswith few degrees of freedom restores all themotionalmodes givenmore stringent gate speed
conditions.We compare pulsed fast gate schemes, defined by a timescale faster than the trap period,
andfind that our proposed scheme has less stringent requirements on laser repetition rate for
achieving arbitrary gate time targets and infidelities well below 10−4. By extending gate schemes to ion
crystals, we explore the effect of ion number on gatefidelity for coupling twoneighbouring ions in
large crystals. Inter-ion distance determines the gate time, and a factor offive increase in repetition
rate, or correspondingly the laser power, reduces the infidelity by almost two orders ofmagnitude.We
also apply our fast gate scheme to entangle thefirst and last ions in a crystal. As the number of ions in
the crystal increases, significant increases in the laser power are required to provide the short gate
times corresponding tofidelity above 0.99.

1. Introduction

Trapped ion systems have performed quantum algorithms on small scales [1–5], however achieving results
inaccessible to the classical regime remains a significant challenge. There are various entanglement protocols [6–
14], many of which have been implemented [15–31], where the required interaction between ions ismediated
through themotion of the ions. The quantizedmotionalmodes can be used as an information bus, where spin-
state information can bemapped onto themotional state, and subsequently onto another ion’s spin-state. This
ideawas outlined in the original proposal for quantum information processing (QIP) using trapped ions [6].
Gatesmapping information between spin andmotional statesmust be performed in the regimewhere spectral
resolution of sidebands can be performed. This restricts the coupling strength tomuch less than the trap
oscillation frequency, nW  [32].

QIP schemes that offer advantages over their classical counterparts require large ion and operation numbers:
at least tens of qubits and thousands of operations for quantum simulations [33]. The growing complexity of the
motional spectrumwith the number of trapped ions is a scaling problem for resolved-sideband gates. The
timescale of entangling gates increases relative to the trap frequency and decoherence timescales, which are on
the order of seconds orminutes depending on the internal states [34, 35]. Theweak-coupling regime, where gate
timeswith just two trapped ions are limited tomuch longer than the trap period, on the order of 1 μs, is thus
prohibitive for large-scaleQIP operations in a single trap. Scalingmechanisms using ion shuttling between traps
and 2D architectures have been proposed, and promising steps taken in their implementation [10, 36–41].We
explore the fast gate contribution as a scalable entangling operationwithin a single trap, which can be usefully
combinedwith other scalingmethods.

Fast gates were proposed byGarcía-Ripoll et al [42] as amechanical rather than spectralmethod for
entangling ions.Here a controlled-phase gate is performed on two ions using state-dependent forces. Instead of
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resolving particularmotional sidebands, fast gates excitemultiplemotional sidebands in the strong coupling
regimewhere ,nW  offering gate times no longer limited by the trap frequency. The key element of an ideal
fast gate is themotional control of the ions. State-dependent forces drive themotion such that the spin-states
acquire relative phase and aremaximally entangled.

Bymoving into a new gate time regime, fast gates open newopportunities for scaling [43–49]. The
application of fast gates to two ions in amultiple-ion crystal wasfirst outlined byDuan [43]. Schemes faster than
the local ion oscillation frequency are shown to entangle the ions, with arbitrary fidelity throughmultiple ‘cycles’
of the fast gate scheme. Instead of exciting collectivemodes of an ion crystal, whichwould leave electronic and
motional states entangled at the end of a fast gate addressing just two qubits [45], shows that only localmodes are
involved in the gate.More precisely, gates exceeding the local ion oscillation frequency only need consider the
motion of neighbouring ions to those entangled by the gate. This locality allows a small number of degrees of
freedom to determine a high-fidelity two-qubit gate scheme addressing two ions in an arbitrary length ion
crystal.We explore this principle using pulsed fast gates, and extend fast gates to non-neighbouring ions.

In section 2we present the fast gatemechanism and conditions for the performance of a two-qubit gate, as
well as the proposed pulsed gate schemes. Recent progress has beenmade towards fast gates using high
repetition-rate pulsed lasers [47, 48, 50–52], including implementation of the pulse pairs required for the gate
[51, 52] and an exploration of spin-motion entanglement in the strong coupling regime [48]. This highlights the
need for the optimization of implementable pulsed fast gate schemes, whichwe provide in section 3.Herewe
compare the gate times and fidelities of the schemes given particular repetition rates, and provide the optimal
regimes for eachmethod. Applying this knowledge of fast gates to ion crystals is themain thrust of this paper; in
section 4we explore gatefidelities and laser requirements for entangling neighbouring ions in a long ion crystal.
We also present our results that a distant, non-neighbouring ion pair can be coupled in the fast regime using
largemomentum transfers, withmotional restoration from simple symmetries in the pulse scheme.

2. Fast gate formalism

In this sectionwe present a review of published fast gate schemes.

2.1. Ideal gate and two-qubit conditions
Fast gate schemes proposedwith laser pulses use pairs of counter-propagating π-pulses to give state-dependent
momentumkicks to the ions, exciting variousmotionalmodes. The kicks are performed fast with respect to the
ion trap dynamics.While detuned pulses can be used to drive phase trajectories using Stark shifts as in [19], we
focus on resonant transitions for simplicity. These state-dependent trajectories correspond to state-dependent
paths in phase space that provide a particular phase to the given state. Area enclosed by a phase-space trajectory
corresponds to the acquired phase [19].Wewill consider particular phase-space trajectories, wherewemap the
displacement and rotation of the centre of a coherent state.When the relative phase isπ/4, we have performed
the desired gate operation according to the ideal unitary:
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z is the PauliZ-operator on the kth ion, νp and ap are the frequency and annihilation operator for the pth

motionalmode, andTG is the total gate time. Ions one and two are targeted by this gate operation, however in
general the two target ions can be chosen as desired.

The product of rotation operators corresponds to the free evolution of themotionalmodes during the gate
operation, over timeTG. There are Lmodes corresponding to the number of ions in the trap. At the end of the
ideal gate, themotionalmodes are restored,meaning that they have been rotated by the free evolution that
would have occurredwithout a gate. This restorationmeans that no heating is introduced by the operation.

As presented in [42, 47], the two-qubit (L= 2) conditions for acquiring the desired phase and restoring the
motional conditions are given by
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whereN groups of pulse pairs are appliedwith the kth group of pairs containing zk pulses arriving at time tk, and
t t t 0.mk m kd = - > The sign of zk is the direction of thefirst pulse in each pair, and the trap centre ofmass
frequency and Lamb-Dicke parameter are ν and η respectively. SettingCc andCr to 0 representsmotional
restoration andΘ=π/4 represents the relative phase condition.More general conditions for arbitrary numbers
of ions in the crystal are derived in section 4.1 in detail.

2.2. Gate schemes
Now that the conditions for an ideal fast gate operation have been established, we review proposed pulse
schemes for applying the gate to a pair of ions. A general optimization search for the optimal pulse scheme given
laser parameters and complete pulse timing and direction freedoms is a prohibitively difficult problem. Any
restriction on the degrees of freedom for amore tractable search should ideally provide gate schemes with both
an effective scaling of gate timewith appliedmomentum, and a robust solution even for large numbers of ions.
The following schemes use themotional symmetries discussed in appendix 1 formotional stability and a
tractable search space.Wewill show that each scheme has the optimal scaling of gate timewith themomentum
applied to the ions.

2.2.1. García-Ripoll, Zoller andCirac (GZC) scheme
TheGZC scheme [42, 44] is characterized by instantaneous groups of pulse pairs z sent at times t , interspersed
with free evolution:

z n n n n n n
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At time 1t- , 2n counter-propagating pulse pairs are applied along the trap axis (alignedwith the z axis) to
provide a n k4  momentumkick in the z- direction. The integer n determines the gate timeTG, which scales
with the total number of pulses in the schemeNp asT N .pG

2 3µ - For two ions this scheme exactly solves the
condition equations (2)–(4).

The unitary kick at a given time can bewritten as the product of unitary kicks on each of themodes. In
figure 1we show the scheme applied to two ionswith n= 10 and a total gate time of 222 ns, in rotating and non-
rotating frames for bothmotionalmodes. In rotating phase space, the initialmotional state is stationary under
no external evolution and the kick direction ie ti2 p kpn- rotates depending on the time tk of the kick and themode
frequency. Eachmode-specific unitary has a kick strength that depends on themode and the initial internal state
of the ions. The internal states determine the phase space trajectories: two ions sharing the same state are
displaced in the centre ofmass frame and invariant in the stretchmode, while the reverse is true for two ionswith
different internal states.

Figure 1 also shows the effect of laser limitations, where instead of instantaneous pulses, each pulse pair is
separated by the laser repetition period. Instantaneous pulses at time τ1, for instance, become a group of 2n
individual pulse pairs separated by the repetition period τr and centred in time at τ1. For large numbers of pulses,
or very short gate times, a limiting factor for the gate is avoiding temporal overlap for the different groups of
pulse pairs separated by thefinite repetition period. As the laser repetition rate slows, the approximation to the
instantaneous ideal pulses fails and the gate fidelity can drop significantly. In this paperwe focus on high
repetition rates upwards of 300MHz [50], whichwewill show still provide remarkably high fidelities.

2.2.2. Fast robust antisymmetric gate (FRAG) scheme
Using the antisymmetric formof theGZC gate scheme, a search for the optimal gate scheme for implementing
fast gates by splitting pulses provided the following scheme [47], whichwe call the FRAG scheme:
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Like theGZC scheme, it is an exact solution to the condition equations (2)–(4) for two trapped ions, using
the timing freedoms formotional stability. Figure 2 shows that the phase-space trajectories closely resemble
those of theGZC scheme, and again the effect of a 5 GHz laser repetition rate is shown. This schemewas
designed for splitting large-area pulses, butwewill explore other advantages of this scheme forπ-pulse pairs
directly applied to the ions.
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2.2.3. Duan scheme
A simplified version of the scheme presented in [43], is described by
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t t
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wherewe have assimilated pulses with the same direction into instantaneous kicks tomatch the formofGZC
and FRAG.As presented in [43], the schemewas designed for pulsed lasers withfinite repetition period τr such

Figure 1.GZC scheme in non-rotating (a), (b) and rotating (c), (d) phase spacewith n= 10, for the centre ofmass (a), (c) and stretch
(b), (d)modes. Trajectories for the centre of a coherent state are plotted using dimensionless position andmomentum.We show the
performance of the ideal scheme, with an implied infinite repetition rate, and the performance of the schemewith a laser repetition
rate fr= 5 GHz. For the centre ofmass plots, both ions are in the excited internal state. For the stretchmode plots, one ion is excited
and the other is in the ground state.

Figure 2. FRAG scheme in non-rotating (a) and rotating (b) phase spacewith n= 10, for the centre ofmassmodewith dimensionless
position andmomentum. The ideal scheme and onewith a laser repetition rate of fr= 5 GHz are compared. Both ions are in the
excited state.
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that each pulse pair is separated by this period:
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The schemewas designed forminimal gate time, such that the repetition period between pulses is the only free
evolution, and the scheme forms a triangle-like shape in rotating phase-space, as shown infigure 3.

This scheme takes the simplest formof a symmetry discussed in appendix 1 to complete the triangular loop,
using a single phase-space loop formaximal area rather thanmultiple triangular shapes as in the star-shaped
schemeswe have seen. Doubling the scheme, so that there are two phase-space cycles, cancels thefirst order of
motional error.Here the scheme is simply repeated such that every pulse pair gives the opposite direction
momentumkick to those in the first cycle. Figure 3 shows the doubled scheme, which takes almost twice as long
as the single cycle for the 5 GHz repetition rate.

Evenwithmultiple cycles, theDuan scheme involves only one free variable in time, which is chosen such that
the phase equation is satisfied. The scheme is thus not an exact solution to the condition equations. Accordingly,
the symmetries employed provide gate speed requirements such that the error terms are suitably small for
motional stability.Multiple loops or cycles, appropriately designed, increase themotional stability as found in
appendix 1.Wewill construct the schemewith different numbers of cycles to enclose the approximate desired
phase, then optimize to explore the tradeoff between fast phase acquisition and fidelity.

3. Two trapped ions: gate optimization and application

The three presented schemes provide solutions to the fast gate condition equations (2)–(4) for two ions in a trap.
We use simulated annealing to optimize the pulse timings and the number of pulses n tomaximize the gate
fidelity andminimize the gate duration for a given repetition rate.We compare the resulting gate times and
fidelities for each scheme.

Figure 3.Duan scheme in non-rotating (a), (c) and rotating (b), (d) phase spacewith n= 10, for a single-cycle (a), (b) and double-cycle
(c), (d) scheme. The centre ofmass (COM) and stretchmode (SM) trajectories are shown. For the COMplots, the ions are in their
excited states, while for the SMplots one ion is excited and one in the ground state. The laser repetition rate is fr= 5 GHz,which
provides the phase space curvature of the scheme. For the single-cycle scheme, τ1= 60 τr, while for the double-cycle scheme τ1= 51 τr
such that the phase gate is performed. Both schemes are not quite restored to their initialmotional state,most clearly seen in (b) and
(d), however the double-cycle scheme in (d) ismore robust.
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3.1. Fidelitymeasure
Our performancemeasure is the state-averaged fidelity, derived in appendix 2, which depends on the number of
ions. For two ions

F
1

12
6 e e 4e cos , 5m x m y m x y

2ave
4 42 2 2 2( )( )( ) ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ f= + + + ¢- - - +

where x and y are the displacements in phase space for eachmode, f¢ is the actual relative phase differenceminus
the desiredπ/2 for different initial states. There is also dependence on the initialmotional state, since

m n
1

2
, 6¯ ( )⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠º +

for themeanmode occupation n,¯ which is set to be equal for eachmode.Wewill vary the initialmode
occupation n,¯ and explore the effect of trap temperature onfidelity, in section 3.2.

Thefidelitymeasure takes values between 0.5 and 1 due to the state-averaging effect, for relative phase
between 0 andπ. For different numbers of ions, thefidelity function becomesmore complex. However, it has the
same exponential dependence on the initialmotional state and thefinal phase space trajectory displacement
from the ideal, as well as the sinusoidal phase dependence.

3.2. Scheme performance for 40Ca+

Weuse the 40Ca+ ion for our fast gate analysis as a typical ion candidate. Our parameters are

2 1.2 MHz, 7( )n p= ´

393 nm, 8( )l =

0.16, 9( )h =

n n 0.1 phonons, 101 2¯ ¯ ( )= =

wherewe use the S1/2 toP3/2 transition to give the ionsmomentumkicks. The computational excited state, the
metastableD5/2 state, is untouched by the resultingmomentumkicks. Since the forces are only applied to the
computational ground S1/2 state, this differs from the above derivationwhere equal and opposite kicks are
assumed for the two states. The adjustment results in an effective halving of themomentumkick size in the
condition equations derived, as shown in appendix 3.

For the given ion parameters, figure 4 shows the gate time as a function of laser repetition rate, defined here
as the rate at which a pair of counter-propagating π-pulses can be applied to the ions.Higher repetition rates
correspond to stronger forces displacing the ions from their equilibriumpositions, and the relative phase is
acquiredmore quickly. Lowpulse numbers in a scheme correspond to slower gates, such as the n= 5 (70 pulse
pair)GZC scheme and the n= 9 (90 pulse pair) FRAG scheme for a 300MHz repetition rate. Each scheme in the
figure has the optimal scaling of the repetition rate T fG r

2 5µ - as the repetition rate increases. This scaling is
from the optimal gate timewith total pulse number relationship [44]

T N , 11pG
2 3 ( )µ -

with the approximation that N T f .p G r=
The high-fidelity schemes (FRAG andGZC) and theDuan schemes aremarked by solid lines and dashed

lines respectively infigure 4. The high-fidelity schemes have error (1-fidelity), or infidelity, below 10−8, while the

Figure 4.Gate time as a function of repetition rate for the presented schemes. Thefits show the optimal scaling of gate timewith pulse
number. Solid lines arefit to the high-fidelity FRAG andGZC gates with error (1-fidelity) below 10−8. Dashed lines arefit to theDuan
schemes, which havemuch lower fidelity. TheRoman numerals enumerate the number of cycles, or triangles, in theDuan scheme.
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Duan schemes havemuch lowerfidelity as shown infigure 5. The number of cycles of theDuan scheme is
marked by Roman numerals in figures 4 and 5.

Faster repetition rates lead to higher gatefidelities, as shown infigure 5. The faster gate times simplify the
motional conditions, as discussed in section 4.2.MoreDuan cycles also increase the robustness of the scheme to
motional error.However, the gate time for four ormore cycles of theDuan schemewas shown to be longer than
the FRAG scheme.

Highmotional occupation enhances the error according to the exponential terms in the fidelity function, up
to themaximal error asymptote at 0.5. For very high fidelity gates, such as the two-ionGZC schemewith finite
repetition rates, the infidelities formode occupations of 1 and 10were found to remain on the order of 10−8.

Wewill focus on theGZC and FRAGgates, with very highfidelities, as we extend the fast gate schemes to
target two ions in ion crystals of varying length. TheDuan schemeswith one or two cyclesmay be faster, but have
insufficientfidelity forQIP protocols with foreseeable laser repetition rates.

4. Scaling ionnumber: gate optimization and application

Herewe consider longer ion crystals, L 2,> and the efficacy of applying entangling gates to both a neighbouring
and distant ion pair.We thus explore the impact of fast gates on the scaling problem for trapped ions.

4.1. General gate conditions
Wecan extend the two-ion gate conditions tomore general conditions for ion crystals with arbitrary length. Fast
gate evolution is composed ofmomentumkicks and the free evolution of the ionmotion. Themomentumkicks
are assumed to be fast relative to the ionmotion, and evolve the state according to

U e 12zk x x
kick

2i z z
1 1 2 2( ) ( )= s s- +

for a pair of resonantπ-pulses addressing ions 1 and 2, chosen arbitrarily. Here z is the number of counter-
propagatingπ-pulse pairs comprising themomentumkick, k is the laser wavenumber, x1 and x2 are the ion
positions.We consider pulse lengthsmuch longer than atomic transition periods∼10−15 s to satisfy the rotating
wave approximation.

The ion position can bewritten in terms ofmode displacements and ion-mode coupling coefficients b p
i
( )

[53]

x b Q , 13
p

L
p

i i p ( )( )å=

where the dimensionalmode position operatorQp is given by themode annihilation and creation operators:

Q
k

a a . 14
p

p pp ( ) ( )†h
= +

Using the Lamb–Dicke parameter

k
M2

, 15p
p

( )
h

n
=

Figure 5.Gate error (1-fidelity) as a function of repetition rate for theDuan cycle schemes. The romannumeralsmark the number of
cycles (triangles) in the plotted scheme.More cycles reduce the error for a given repetition rate, and increasing the repetition rate
increases themotional robustness of the scheme. The solid line is formean initialmotionalmode occupation n n 0.1,1 2¯ ¯= = while the
dashed and dotted lines representmode occupations of 1 and 10, respectively.
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themomentumkick is composed of displacement operators for eachmotionalmode p:
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where there are Lmodes for L ions in the chain, and the displacement operator

D a aexp , 18p p pˆ ( ) ( )†⎡⎣ ⎤⎦*a a a= -

commutes for eachmode p.
The freemotional ion evolution corresponds to a phase space rotation for eachmode:
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where δtk is the time between the kth and k 1( )+ thmomentumkicks.
The total gate evolution is described bymomentumkickswith direction zk interspersedwith free evolution

until the nextmomentumkick:
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WhereN is the total number of pulse pairs.
For a givenmode p, the products of displacements and rotations give a total unitary
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The internal state is left invariant.
The state ∣añhas been displaced inmotional phase space, then rotated according to the ideal unitary in

equation (1). The phase acquired is caused by the ion excursion from equilibrium and subsequent different
potential experienced, giving rise to phase evolution terms.

The total displacement is by an internal state-dependent amount
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whichwe desire to be zero for the ideal gate process. This displacement also provides the unwanted phase term
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which does not provide relative phase conditional on the states of two ions, as in (1). It is state dependent, and
thus gives a relative phase term for eachmode.When the unwanted phase-space displacement is zero, this
relative phase is also zero. For nonzero displacements, the single-ion phase terms can be cancelledwith single
qubit rotations if significant.

The condition for idealmotional evolution for eachmode is thus
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Weexpand the remaining phase term formode p, neglecting global phase termswithout internal state
dependence:
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The phase for L ions is given by the product of the phase from eachmode
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thus to obtain the ideal unitary in equation (1), we need
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Equations (28) and (32)provide L+ 1 conditions to perform a fast gate with L ions. Note that for two ions,
our derivation follows that of [42].

4.2. Gate scaling
Entangling gates that require resolution of particularmotional sidebands become increasingly challenging as the
mode density increases, which occurs as the number of ions in the trap goes up. Since the gate timemust be
much longer than the frequency splitting [54], this causes these gates to slow dramatically. In contrast, fast gates
do not couple to particular sidebands, however the number ofmotional conditions for the gate are proportional
to the number ofmodes, or ions, in the trap. Solving these equations independently becomes prohibitively
complicated for a practical gate, whichwould ideally be independent of the number of ions.

The fast gate timescale provides a solution to this problem. A gate for two neighbouring ions that ismuch
faster than the local oscillation frequency of other ions in the crystal only needs to satisfy the condition equations
for local ions. This idea is applied in [45], using amplitude-controlled segments from a continuous-wave laser to
demonstrate the reduction in degrees of freedom required for sufficiently fast gates on neighbouring ions. In
fact, as we demonstrate in appendix 1, only two equations are required for suitably stable and fast pulse schemes,
andmotional symmetries of different forms protect against different orders of themotional error. A given gate
scheme ismotionally stable below a gate time that depends on the degrees of freedom and symmetries of the
scheme. This scheme-dependent stability is evident for two ions in section 3. Faster gate times push each scheme
towardsmotional stability. Faster gates also accomodatemore ions in the crystal, with higher local oscillation
frequencies of the ions.

Performing gates on non-neighbouring ions, in contrast to the locality exploited above, will necessarily
involve themotion of the intermediary ions.However, the same reducedmotional conditions of appendix 1
restore themotion of each ion, thus there is a regimewhere the gate can be performed robustly. In deriving the
local oscillation frequency, each ion is assumed to be at equilibrium, and herewe requiremomentumkicks
sufficiently large to break this assumption and couple ionswithin a timescale shorter than the oscillation
frequency.

Gates coupling non-neighbouring or distant ions in a chain via optimal control of laser parameters have
been proposed, following the fast gate formalism. In [46, 55], the ion coupling ismediated by transverse phonon
modes using small numbers of continuous pulse segments, resulting in gatesmuch longer than the trap period.
Wewill explore the pulsed laser requirements to perform gates between non-neighbouring ionswith high
fidelity and speed, as well as the impact on the intermediate ions.

Two ions can be addressed in long crystals using lasers that couple the ions through transversemodes, and it
is straightforward to adapt our formalism to this case.We consider instead the axialmodes, assuming that ions
not targeted by the gate can have the addressed internal states shelved in non-interacting states to allow the lasers
to shine on or close to the crystal axis.

Within a single trap, different gate schemes are required depending on the chosen ion pair. Coulomb
repulsion leads to tighter grouping of the ions in the centre of the trap, shown infigure 6, which leads to varying
inter-ion coupling strengths between neighbouring ion pairs. Alternatively, an anharmonic trap such as in [55]
has constant inter-ion distances, whichwould prove useful for coupling different ionswith the same gate scheme
instead of adapting for varying distance.

It is important to note that evenwith perfectly scalable entangling gates, a single trap cannot be scaled to
include an arbitrary number of ions. A strong radial frequency confinement is required relative to the axial
frequency confinement so that the ions are prevented frombuckling to a zig-zag formation, as shown infigure 6.
Lowering the axial frequency and addressing the radialmodes has been used tomanipulate large numbers of
ions in a single trap [56]. The anharmonic trap in [55] provides stable confinement formany ions, and fast gates
have also been proposed for a 2D architecture using controllable continuous pulse segments [57].While our
pulsed gate analysis could be extended to this architecture, we focus here on standard linear traps.
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4.3. Coupling neighbouring ions
Weare interested in the scaling performance of pulsed gate schemes, as well as the laser requirements for
particular benchmarks.We explore the performance of fast gates applied to the first two ions of a chain, as well as
the effect of performing the gates on the central ion pair.

When ions are added to a trapwith frequency ν, with the frequency fixed and independent of the number of
ions, the inter-ion spacing decreases. Increasing the number of ions in a trap thus increases the coupling strength
of the target ions, and the gate is performed faster as shown infigure 7(a).

The infidelity growswith the number of ions in a trapwithfixed frequency, as seen infigure 7(c). Although
added ions reduce the gate time, themotional requirements on the gate time for highfidelity also becomemore
stringent.Here the number of pulses in the applied gate is chosen to provide themaximalfidelity, given the
repetition rate and number of ions. Faster repetition rates give faster gates with higherfidelity, usingmore pulses.

As shown infigures 7(a) and (c), theGZC and FRAG schemes respond similarly as ions are added to the trap.
However, the FRAG scheme is both faster and achieves higher fidelities. For the following results, we consider
just the FRAG scheme for simplicity due to these advantages.

Varying the trap frequency changes the separation of ions in a trap. Infigure 7(b), we show the gate time in
terms of the separation distance of two ions.Here we have a fixed number of pulsesN, and to reach the necessary
relative phase, the phase equation (32) determines that the inverse cubic dependence of the acquired phase on
the ion separation is counteracted by a linear increase in pulse timings. The gate time thus scales linearly with the
inter-ion distance, as shown in the figure.

The distance scaling obscures the effect of adding ions to the crystal. As ions are added, we can relax the trap
frequency tomaintain a constant distance, and coupling strength, between two ions. An optimal fast gate applied
to these two ions has pulse timings that varyminimally with the number of ions in the crystal; the gate is ion-
number independent. Infigure 8, we use thismethod to apply an optimal fast gate to the first two ions in the
crystal, with different numbers of total ions. Fidelity decreases with the crystal length as themotion of each ion is
not completely restored.While the distance between ions one and two isfixed, the distance between ions two
and three decreases asmore ions are added to the crystal, as can be observed from the ion crystal equilibrium
positions infigure 6. The ions neighbouring the two target ions thus become increasingly coupled to themotion
of the target ions as the crystal grows in length.

We similarly fix the distance of themiddle two ions in the crystal and apply the fast gate to these two ions,
also shown infigure 8(a). Here the fixed distance between themiddle, target, ions is smaller than the distance
fromamiddle ion to its outer neighbour. Thefidelity increase in thefigure is caused by this decrease inmotional
coupling to neighbouring ions. This difference ismore pronounced for even numbers of ions, such that there
truly are twomiddle ions in the crystal. As the number of ions increases, themiddle ions and their neighbours in
the crystal become approximately equidistant, and themotional fidelity reaches an asymptote. For gates between
middle or end ions in the crystal, the repetition rate dependence is clear; higher fidelities correspond to faster
gate times.

The effect of gate speed onmotional stability is clearly seen infigure 8(b). The driven displacement of the
local ions is restored effectively at the end of the faster gates, as themotional restoration equations reach their
stable regime. This same behaviour is seenwhen the gate is performed on themiddle ions of the crystal rather
than thefirst two ions. As shown in [45], for gate times faster than the ion recoil frequency, only local phonon

Figure 6.Equilibrium ion positions are shown in dimensionless units for different crystal lengths. For linear confinement of L ions,
the ratio between radial and axial COM frequencies L0.63r z

0.865w w > [58, 59], andwe plot the lower bound equality with the crystal
length.
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modes are excited and only neighbouring ions affect the gate operation. Infigure 8(b), there are five ions in the
crystal and the local oscillation timescale of the third ion is 280 ns. The gate times for the system, corresponding
to different repetition rates, pass below this timescale and show correspondingly stable results in (a) and (b) of
thefigure.Wewill consider the displacement amplitude and the harmonic approximation in section 5.

4.4. Arbitrary couplings
Now that we have explored the laser regimes for high-fidelity, fast gates between neighbouring ions in a chain,
we consider non-neighbouring ions. It is possible to perform scalable operations using only neighbouring-ion
operations and SWAP gates to couple distant ions.However, it would certainly be simpler if a direct

Figure 7. Inter-ion distance has a strong effect on gate time and fidelity. (a)Gate time for fixed trap frequency 1.2 2n p= ´ MHz as a
function of ion number in the trap. The gate is performed between thefirst two ions in the crystal, with a 5 GHz repetition rate. The
fidelity is above 0.99 for all save the 10 and 20 ionGZCdata points, withfidelity 0.98 and 0.96 respectively. (b)Gate time for FRAG
scheme as a function of the distance between two trapped ions. The same number of pulses are used for each gate. The gate time
depends linearly on ion separation. (c) FRAG (solid line) andGZC (dashed line) scheme error as a function of ion number, for ions
added to a trapwithfixed axial confinement ν. The schemes are appliedwith an optimized number of pulses for each repetition rate
and ion number.
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entanglement operation between distant ionswere achievable.We consider the laser requirements of pulsed fast
gates between two distant ions.

First, consider themechanism for coupling neighbouring ions in a large crystal. High fidelity gates involve
fast gate times such that only localmodes are involved in the gate operation. In this regime, there can be no
communication between distant ions via sharedmodes.

The phase equation (32) quantifies the interaction strength and the gate time required for the requisite
relative phase. For distant ions, the coupling coefficients decaywith the cube of the separation. Either a longer
entanglement timescale or largermomentum transfers are required to excite non-localmodes. Themotional
condition equations (28)do not change depending on the ions addressed,meaning that sufficiently fast gates will
restore everymode, where the required timescale depends on the scheme stability as discussed.

We approach the problembyfirstfinding the optimal solutions to the instantaneousmomentumkick case,
with an infinite laser repetition rate. The effect of a non-local gate on the ion crystal can be seen infigure 9, where
a FRAGgate entangles ions one and five in afive-ion crystal. Intermediate ions are key to the coupling of the
distant ions, and accordingly have state-dependentmotion. The drivenmotion of ions one and five ismuch
greater than the driven displacement of the intermediary ions. To couple the ionswith fidelity 0.99, very large
instantaneousmomentumkicks are applied; n= 400, thus the largest kick uses 800π-pulse pairs. Evolution
between themomentumkicks appears linear, showing that the free evolution of the ions dominates. In
figure 9(c), the restoration of the ions’motion is shown to be effective for each ion.

Our analysis of theGZC and FRAG solutions in the two-ion and neighbouring-ion cases, which usedfinite
laser repetition rates, revealed that the fidelity was preserved remarkablywell with fast repetition rates, at
quantum computing threshold levels.We now applyfinite repetition rates for our distant-ion gates.

Schemes withfinite repetition rates have amaximummomentum transfer in time, unlike the instantaneous
pulse scheme offigure 9. This can be seen, in the formof amaximum curvature, for the driven displacement of
the ions. Figure 10(b) shows this effect in a displacement plot of three ions, where ions one and three are coupled,
for three different repetition rates. The schemes are optimal given the repetition rates and gate time∼140 ns,
and have comparable fidelities close to 0.98. The slowest repetition rate, 5 GHz, requires the largestmomentum
transfer to reach the necessary phase-space area corresponding to the target relative phase, given its lower
curvature limited by pulse separation time.

Figure 10(a) shows the fast gatefidelity as a function of gate time, coupling ions one and three in a three-ion
crystal. The infinite repetition rate corresponding to instantaneous largemomentumkicks givesfidelity
arbitrarily close to 1 as the gate time decreases and themotional fidelity of the scheme improves. As the gate time
increases, themotional instability grows and the fidelity drops away. Finite repetition rates have poor
performancewhen the gate is not long enough to acquire the target relative phase, as the repetition rate limits the
total number of pulses in a given gate time. The optimal gate performance with afinite repetition rate occurs
where the gate is long enough to entangle the distant ionswith the desired phase, and short enough that the gate
ismotionally stable.Higher repetition rates reach a higher optimal fidelity with faster gate times. Lower

Figure 8.The distance between addressed ions isfixed, to clarify the ion scaling behaviour. (a)Motional infidelity as a function of ion
number given a repetition rate. The gate takes 494, 293, 154, and 89 ns for repetition rates of 0.3, 1, 5 and 20 GHz, respectively. Solid
lines are for the gate performance on thefirst two ions in the crystal, dashed lines represent the gate performance on themiddle ions.
(b)Driven displacement from free evolution of ions three (solid) and four (dashed) over the gate operationwith different repetition
rates, forfive ions in the crystal. The 0.3 GHz repetition rate is neglected for clarity. Increasing the repetition rate reduces the
displacement of neighbouring ions during and after the operation. The local oscillation period of the third ion in the crystalT3,
neighbouring the target ions, is around 280 ns. For repetition rates of 1, 5 and 20 GHz respectively, the gate times are 1.05 T3, 0.55 T3

and 0.32 T3, reflecting the stability gained by operating faster than this timescale. Both addressed ions are in the excited state.
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repetition rates spread the applied force over longer time. This causes themotional stability to improvewith
increasing gate time, and be lower overall.

Figure 10(c) shows the gatefidelity for coupling ions one and five in afive-ion crystal. The effect of repetition
rate is stronger formore ions; a repetition rate of 10 GHz is not sufficient for highfidelities. Evenwith an infinite
repetition rate, achieving highfidelity requiresmuch lower gate times than for gates coupling ions one and two
or one and three.

5. Limitations

The fast timescales of the entangling gates we have explored are achieved by careful control ofmomentum
transfers. Imperfectπ-pulses lead to incomplete population transfer, leading to unwanted state changes,

Figure 9. (a)Driven displacement from free evolution of the five ions in the trap during the FRAG controlled phase gate operation.
Ions one and five are entangled by the operation, withfidelity of 0.99 using large instantaneousmomentum transfers with n= 400.
Here ions one and five are in the same internal state (both ground or excited), andwe consider equal and oppositemomentumkicks
for each state for clarity in this displacement figure. (b) Ions one and five have different internal states for these dynamics, eg∣ ñor ge .∣ ñ
(c) Ions one and five have the same internal states for these dynamics. The final displacement of the ions from their initial positions is
much less than 1 nm.
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incomplete phase-space trajectories andmotional heating. The timing of the pulses is also important, and timing
errors also affect the finalmotional state and phase acquisition. General characterization of these errors is
limited, as they depend on the scheme applied and the number of pulses. As explored in [47], the pulse timing is
remarkably stable up to systematic shifts of beyond 10ps, and this stability is reflected in the robust nature of the
GZC and FRAG schemes under non-instantaneous laser pulses. In contrast, the pulse area can have a dramatic
effect; in [47] the authors found that a 1% systematic pulse energy error leads to aworst case fidelity estimate of
almost 1% for just a four pulse pair scheme. Theworst casefidelity contains combinatorially increasing
prefactors of the error in pulse areawith the number of pulses.

Initialmotional states have no effect on perfect two-qubit gates, however imperfections ormore qubits in the
crystal introduce initial state dependence. Thefidelitymeasure, equation (5), decays exponentially as the
product of themean vibrationmode occupation and the final vibrational displacement error. This effect is
quantified infigure 5, where the impact ofmeanmotional occupation is shown for imperfect two-qubit gates.
Note also that gates performed in sequence will lead to an increasing error as the small heating from thefirst gate
amplifies the error in the second gate, and so on.

Figure 10. (a)Optimalfidelity for a given gate time and repetition rate using the FRAG scheme to couple ions one and three in a three
ion crystal. The three comparable data pointsmarked by a rectangle are explored in (b). (b)Driven displacement from free evolution
of the three ions in the trap during the controlled phase gate operation. The different lines correspond to the different repetition rates
of (a), for themarked optimal schemeswith gate time close to 240 ns, and fidelity close to 0.98. Ions one and three are in the excited
and ground states respectively, with equal and oppositemomentumkicks applied to the states for clarity of displacements. (c)Optimal
fidelities for entangling ions one and five of a five ion crystal.
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The drivenmotion of the addressed ions increases for faster gates ormore distant ions. The lengthscale of
thismotion is stillmuch smaller than the laser wavelength for the data we have explored,meaning that
addressibility is no issue.However, the harmonic approximationmade for themotionalmodes breaks as the ion
displacement becomes significant relative to the ion separation. A driven displacement of 100 nm is stillmuch
smaller than the 5 mm~ ion separation, and indeed oscillation amplitudes on this scale only change the
harmonic spacing of the relativemotion frequency by 0.2% [58]. Entangling distant ions requires increasing
maximal displacements asmore intermediary ions are added, and the inter-ion separation also decreases. As the
current limits on laser repetition rates are overcome, increasing the possiblemomentum transfers,
anharmonicities will become a limiting factor. Typical laser powers required for 171Yb+ can be estimated using
the 12 nJπ-pulse energy presented in [48]: average laser powers of around 12 and 60Wcorrespond to repetition
rates of 1 and 5 GHz respectively.

6. Conclusions

Wehave considered a general formalism for scalable fast gates using pairs ofπ-pulses. Proposed pulsed gate
schemeswere analysed for different laser repetition rates, and the FRAG schemewas found to provide optimal
gate times and fidelities. The relationship between repetition rate, gate time and fidelity was extended to
neighbouring andnon-neighbouring ions in long crystals. Increasingly largemomentum transfers,
corresponding to fast repetition rates, are required as ions are further separated in the crystal both to preserve
motional robustness and to provide coupling faster than the local oscillation frequencies of the ions.We present
here the repetition rates required to achieve information processing benchmark fidelities and times for two-
qubit gates in arbitrary-length ion crystals.
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